
FIREFIGHTING SCIENCE

There are four elements needed to start and sustain a fire and/or flame. These are a reducing agent (fuel), heat.

This method is no longer used because it turned out to be risky; the pressure created pushed the hot gases and
vapor towards the firefighters, causing severe burns, and pushed the hot gases into other rooms where they
could start other fires. Online Fire Science Certificate Online fire science certification programs are best suited
for those aspirants who have personal obligations, juggle their family and work or have full-time jobs. With a
combination of experience and education, firefighters can move into positions such as fire inspector and fire
investigator. Using water is one common method to extinguish a fire. This is because once the temperature is
lowered, only a limited amount of water is necessary to suppress the fire seat with a straight spray. When
water is heated to its boiling point, it converts to water vapor. Certification gives you a competitive advantage
by keeping you on top of trends. It is necessary to have an exit for the smoke, to know the building layout well
to predict where the smoke will go, and to ensure that the doors ensuring the ventilation remain open by
wedging or propping them. A layer of water-based fire retardant foam can be applied by the fire hose in order
to separate the oxygen in the air from the fuel. This can be done in a variety of ways. Some fire safety
certification programs have transfer affiliations with degree-granting universities and colleges. Fire science
degrees are also valuable to those already working in the field as firefighters, as they afford opportunities for
advancement. The aim is to absorb as much heat as possible at the beginning to stop the expansion of the fire
and to reduce the smoke. Before enrolling in any school, college or university for pursuing a fire technology
certificate program, students must ensure that it is accredited by a recognized authority. So, while firefighters
certainly still fight fires, they also focus on public education, fire inspections, and other forms of community
outreach to foster fire prevention. After successful completion of the fire science certificate program, students
may assume the roles of Fire Alarm System Installer , Fire Inspector , Firefighter, Fire Investigator, etc.
Madrzykowski Abstract Fire dynamics can provide a firefighter with means to understand how a fire will
grow and spread within a structure and how best to control that growth. Removing any of these components of
the fire tetrahedron will stop the other elements from interacting and not allow combustion to continue.
Depending on the heat of the fire, burns can occur in a fraction of a second. Candidates possessing a certificate
in fire science have several benefits than their counterparts, such as: Most of the employers prefer to hire
candidates having certification in fire science. Join Thousands of Fellow Followers Login or register now to
gain instant access to the rest of this premium content! Using Grimwood's modified 3D attack strategy, the
ceiling is first sprayed with short pulses of a diffuse spray. Students are trained with advanced technical and
necessary skills to secure positions as fire chiefs, public administrators, fire marshals , and educators. Career
Outlook The field of fire science offers a wide scope and rewarding career opportunities for aspirants. An
oxidizing agent is a material or substance that will release gases, including oxygen, when the proper
conditions exist. Firefighters are not generally involved in the transport of patients, but since they typically are
the first to arrive on the scene, EMS training allows them to begin life-saving measures when necessary.
Distance learning or online programs not only save you money and time but also offer you a great deal of
flexibility to learn at your own pace. They can be tailored to the entry-level firefighter or to those with
experience who want to advance their careers. For this reason, the strategy is sometimes called a
two-dimensional or 2D attack. Main article: Burn Additional risks of fire are the obscuring of vision due to
smoke, potentially causing a fall or disorientation ; becoming trapped in a fire; and structural collapse. This is
because some chemical products react with water to produce poisonous gases, or they may even burn when
they come into contact with water e. An armored vehicle firefighting tank may be used where access to the
area is difficult. Another way to extinguish a fire is fuel removal. Firefighters living in remote areas without
access to a local campus are great candidates for online learning, as are older firefighters looking for a career
change within the industry. This can also be done with foam. Asphyxiating a fire[ edit ] This section does not
cite any sources. Water may be accessed from a pressurized fire hydrant , pumped from water sources such as
lakes or rivers, delivered by tanker truck , or dropped from water bombers , which are aircraft adapted as
tankers for fighting forest fires. Researchers have generated experimental results and computer models to
explain how fire dynamics applies to the fire ground. This leaves the fire without enough of the combustive
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agent, and it dies out. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. In addition, firefighter protective
equipment has also changed over the years.


